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Check out our
latest video
FootPro™ Farrier Info Series
- Anatomy of the Hoof,
Mike Wildenstein, CJF
FWCF (hons) presents Anatomy of the Hoof & Lower
Limb, Part 1 in this clip. One of Mike's goals is to
help farriers and owners to learn the anatomical
terminology that will help in dealing with the equine
limb, especially when consulting with a veterinarian.
Look for more footage in the near future. You can
visit www.farrierproducts.com/farriery/video.html
for a full range of the videos and educational
materials available.

FEATURED PRODUCT

Kerckhaert Snow Rim Pad (Rubber) Medium Front & Hind 

Kerckhaert Snow Rim Pad (Rubber) Large Front & Hind

Kerckhaert Snow Rim Pad (Urethane) Medium Front & Hind

Kerckhaert Snow Rim Pad (Urethane) Large Front & Hind

Kerckhaert Snow Rim Pads
Kerckhaert Snow Rim pads are now available at your
FPD dealer.  As summer winds down, you may want
to begin thinking about your winter shoeing needs.
The pads come in both urethane and rubber.  If a
horse is going to be used heavily throughout the
winter, the urethane pad will be longer-wearing.
Both materials received positive reviews from the
2013-2014 winter.

Liberty Horseshoe Nail
Styles LX-65 and LX-70
Now Available
Kerckhaert has added the LX-65 and LX-70 to the
Liberty Nail line.  These are an excellent choice for
Kerckhaert SSP and DF 10mm shoes.  LX-65 length
is 57mm; LX-70 length is 59mm.  Packed 250
nails per box.
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Just a reminder, the pricing of the Liberty 3-1/2
Race and 3-1/2 Race XL nails is very
competitive.  This
high quality nail
is at a price that
competes easily
with any brand.

3-1/2 RACE - 38.5mm

3-1/2 RACE XL - 41mm



Read more articles at www.farrierproducts.com/farrieryARTICLE FROM THE NATURAL ANGLE VOL 13 ISSUE 3

JUST A REMINDER

Be sure to like FPD on Facebook at www.facebook.com/FarrierProductDistribution,
visit the HoofWall™ Blog arrierproducts.com/blog and subscribe to us on YouTube
www.youtube.com/FarrierProducts

AMERICAN STEEL SERIES
• Standard:  All styles
• SX-7 and SX-8:  All styles
• SX Roller
• Steel Triumph and Steel Triumph Lite:  All styles
• Pride:  All styles 
• Draft 28x10:  Front and hind
• Draft 32x12:  Front only
• Dura Plain

Kerckhaert Symmetrical
Steel Shoes
Although a shoe might have the sizing stamped on
the left or right branch, a “symmetrical” shoe can
be used on either foot.  These shoes are
symmetrical, regardless of marking. 

STANDARDBRED SERIES
• Outer Rim:  Front and hind clipped, and front unclipped
• Full Swedge: Front only
• 9/16" and 5/8" Half Round:  Front only
• Legend Flat: Front toe clipped
• Legend Rim: Hind toe clipped

EUROPEAN STEEL SERIES
• DF Quarter Clipped
• DF Quarter Motion
• Meister:  Front only
• Steel Comfort:  Front only
• SN/ST/ST Special/DF Special/DF: 4x0 and 5x0:

Front and Hind
• Century Big Foot:  Front only
• Classic Roller:  Front, both toe and quarter clipped

and unclipped
• Concave:  Front only

BUSINESS TIP:

Change the Way You Compete
If you are competing on price alone, you will lose.  It
becomes a vicious circle where someone eventually comes
along and offers a lower price.  You must change the way
the game is played and compete on your terms by
offering and selling value and benefits to your customers.

Understanding your customers will allow you to develop a
relationship with them based on value rather than price.
Value is the combination of price, quality and service.

When dealing with price concerns, remember the following:

• Price is rarely the deciding factor

• All prices are high until the customer sees the benefits

• Price becomes less important when the service is
perceived as highly desirable

• When your price is higher, add value

• Owners will choose a farrier they like and trust,
regardless of price

• If your customer service is exceptional, your work
outstanding, and your price fair and honest, then your
value will be greater than a competitor who only offers
a lower price. 

Owners look for the following when choosing a farrier:

• The promises you make and keep

• Solutions to their problems

• Your customer service standards

• Other people’s opinion of your work

• Their expectations are met

• Dependability

• Honesty

If you offer your customers all of the above qualities, you
will add value they appreciate – and no longer have to
worry about competing on price alone. 


